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Abstract—A linear-cell-based radio-over-fiber (LC-RoF) system
is proposed and demonstrated for efficient mobile communication
in high-speed trains without hard handover processes. The config-
uration of the LC-RoF network and possible router architectures
are discussed for the field trial test of the proposed system and for
advanced systems in the future. Via the LC-RoF network, 90-GHz,
millimeter-wave radio access between the ground and a train car
is operated in a centralized manner. The resulting throughput of
1.5 Gbit/s is achieved in the field trial test, which is comprised
of 250-Mbaud four-subcarrier differential quadrature phase-shift
keying with a forward-error correction code implemented in field-
programmable gate arrays to the Shinkansen train traveling at
240 km/h without any interruptions in the connections at the change
of radio access units.
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I. INTRODUCTION

U
BIQUITOUS connectivity to the Internet from anywhere

and anytime is now indispensable for using smart devices

based on mobile communication services, such as the fourth-

generation (4G) mobile-communication system. 4G mobile

communication services have been started in more than 80 coun-

tries, and now, the fifth-generation (5G) mobile service has also

been launched [1]–[3]. In the emerging 5G era, high through-

put and low-latency features will enhance the connectivity of

many Internet-based activities such as playing network-based

side-by-side games, watching 4K movies, among others. Such

“kill-time” activities are highly demanded during a long journey

by airplanes and during long-haul rails [4]. Particularly, in high-

speed-train journeys for long distance, high Internet connectivity

is a key factor because nowadays almost all the passengers can

use their smart devices to access Internet services. However,

the current railway communication systems (RCSs) used as a

passenger service are provided via 4G mobile communication

systems, satellite communications, and broadband wireless ac-

cess systems such as the WiMAX [5]. In mobile communication-

based systems, including the WiMAX, the size of a coverage cell

could be up to 1–2 km to provide sufficient throughput greater

than 20 Mbit/s. However, in this case, high-speed trains such as

the Japanese Shinkansen with speed up to 300 km/h, or even

a Maglev-system-based train with speed up to 500 km/h, pass

the coverage cell in just 10 sec. Consequently, the hard handover

(handoff) process, which performs the change of base transceiver

stations that connect terminal devices, often occurs, and finally,

thereby dramatically degrading the effective throughput: typical

hard handover time would be achieved at least every several

hundred of milliseconds and last up to several seconds [6].

For the reduction of the handover time, a linear-cell system

has been proposed and discussed to remove the hard handover

process in RCSs [7]–[10]. In fact, a train car runs on a railway

track, which is configured linearly; on the contrary, a typical

mobile-communication system requires cell coverage in a two-

dimensional manner. Moreover, linear-cell systems enable to in-

stall a radio access unit (RAU) just along the railway track; thus, a
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back-end network based on the optical-fiber communication can

be easily deployed using both star-type and bus-type topologies.

For an increase in the throughput, an increase in the car-

rier frequency in the wireless domain (ground-to-train (G2T)

and train-to-ground (T2G)) is indispensable for the realizing

a broad bandwidth. A millimeter-wave radio at a frequency

greater than 60 GHz is a possible radio band to provide 1 Gbit/s

or more as a throughput. For application to a wireless local

access network system, the IEEE802.11ad has been established

with a throughput up to 7.2 Gbit/s in the 60-GHz band [11].

However, atmospheric attenuation and high free-space path loss,

which are inversely proportional to the square of the signal

wavelength, induce high transmission loss in millimeter-wave

radio systems, thereby dramatically shortening the coverage

cells length; furthermore, frequently occurring hard handover

may force to fail the establishment of the connection [12]. In

addition, the small size of a coverage cell size requires installing

a large number of RAUs. In this scenario, the transceiver with

a baseband processor (BB Proc.), which performs modulation,

demodulation, and transmission-impairment compensation of

the signals via digital-signal-processing scheme, cannot be im-

plemented in each RAU because of its cost and footprint. In 4G-

and 5G-based mobile communication, a centralized radio access

network (C-RAN) is discussed and being implemented in the mi-

crowave frequency bands [13]. Under such a bandwidth-limited

condition, a digitized optical-fiber-communication system is

feasible for the transceivers optimal functioning. However, a

millimeter-wave radio with a throughput greater than 1 Gbit/s in-

duces insufficient capacity in the digitized transmission system,

such as a common public radio interface [14]. The radio-over-

fiber (RoF) technology, particularly the analog RoF technology,

is a promising solution to deliver radio signals to remote sites

under the C-RAN configuration [15], [16]. A millimeter-wave

RoF system was discussed and demonstrated with capacity

greater than 50 Gbit/s [17]–[19]. Many components in optical-

fiber-communication systems can be adapted with moderate

costs, which makes the RoF-based C-RAN system a feasible

solution for realizing high-capacity RCS in the millimeter-wave

bands [20]–[23].

In this study, we configure a linear-cell-based RoF network

that empowers the millimeter-wave radio access system. Fur-

thermore, automatic train tracking based on the network switch

in the RoF network is implemented and demonstrated in the field

trial test [24], [25]. 90-GHz millimeter-wave radio access com-

munication between the ground and train is established under the

RoF network by using centralized path control. In this paper, we

introduce the concept and its expected system diagram in Sec.

II. A possible solution of network-switch techniques and the

RoF signal formation are discussed for the field trial system and

future-based advanced systems. In Sec. III, the systems setup and

obtained results from the field trial on the Hokuriku Shinkansen

railway route are shown and discussed for demonstrating the

systems feasibility.

II. CONCEPT AND SYSTEM DIAGRAM

A linear-cell-based system is configured using radio cov-

erage cells connected linearly on the railway tracks, not

Fig. 1. Conceptual schematic of LC-RoF system for high-speed railway
communication system.

two-dimensionally. Highways and airport runways are also

covered by the linear-cell-based system. In these systems, we

can predict the terminals location and movement easily be-

cause the movement of the terminal is generally one-way.

On the other hand, in typical mobile-communication systems,

the terminal held by the personnel could be randomly moved

two-dimensionally. Therefore, prospective preparation for the

change of the cell cannot be performed. Railway systems, partic-

ularly high-speed-rail systems, have an operation direction cen-

ter to control the traffic of the trains, which gathers train-location

information (TLI), the velocity of the train cars, congestions

of the train operation, among others via an operation radio

system [26]. In the scenario, the successive location of a train can

be easily predicted based on the TLI. Thus, the agile control of

the path routes in RAU-connected networks realizes the tracking

of the train car. In other words, a “virtual” base station is traveled

along with the train car by an adaptive change of the path

route. Finally, the centralized control of the RAUs installed in

the linear-cell-based system by using the TLI received in the

direction center realizes uninterrupted connections between the

ground side and the train car.

Fig. 1 depicts a schematic of a linear-cell-based RoF (LC-

RoF) network for the high-speed railway communication sys-

tem. A central control unit (CCU) is equipped with optical

transceivers to deliver radio signals into track-side RAUs (TS-

RAUs). The RoF network based on an optical-fiber network is

utilized as a point-to-multipoint radio signal feeder. Typically,

a point-to-point link between the CCU and each TS-RAU can

easily secure the feeder link; however, there is a lack of scala-

bility in an increase of a number of the TS-RAUs. In addition,

radio interferences could increase upon the activation of all the

TS-RAUs. Therefore, the agile activation of the TS-RAU by

feeding the signal from the CCU to the TS-RAU near the train car

is realized by establishing a logical point-to-point link. Active

optical-path routing by an optical router can deliver the signal to

the TS-RAUs that are desired to be activated. When the train car

passes the activated radio coverage cell, the adjacent coverage

cell is also activated by the change of the path route for the signal

transport. In this configuration, the TS-RAUs not connected

to the control unit stop the irradiation of the radio signals,

which result in effective reduction of the radio interferences and

moreover, in the reduction of the total energy consumption of the

system.
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Fig. 2. Network configuration using (a) WDM-based optical router and
(b) optical-switch-based router.

A. Network Configuration

To configure the LC-RoF network, particularly to realize the

discussed train-tracking feature, we should take into account the

configuration of the optical routers function. We have two simple

solutions: the wavelength-division-multiplexed (WDM) routing

and the optical-switch-based routing (see Fig. 2). The detail and

examples of the solutions are described as follows.

1) WDM-Based Routing: The WDM system is widely used

in terrestrial optical-fiber communication systems because of its

possibly high capacity features, and the moderate costs of the

required devices and components. Fig. 2(a) depicts an example

of the WDM-based network configuration for the LC-RoF sys-

tem. The CCU is comprised of a BB Proc., a wavelength-tunable

laser diode (TLD), and a photodiode (PD). The TS-RAU has a

similar configuration to that of a radio frontend instead of that

of the BB Proc. Each TS-RAU is assigned with a wavelength

channel (λn) for performing the WDM routing. In the scenario,

to change the path in the network, the wavelength of the signal

is adaptively changed in the network. In a downlink from the

CCU to the TS-RAU1, for instance, the TLD in the CCU set at a

wavelength λ1 generates the signal into the network. The WDM

router configured with an arrayed waveguide grating (AWG)

distributes the signal to the assigned TS-RAU. For the uplink

from TS-RAU1 to the CCU, the preset TLD at an operating

wavelength of λ1 provides the signal at a wavelength matched

in the AWG. Finally, a bidirectional link can be established. The

capacity of the TS-RAUs is a key factor for reducing the number

of optical fibers and maintaining the connections between the

CCU and the train car. A typical WDM configuration with the

WDM grid of 50 GHz can receive 80 or more TS-RAUs in

the optical C bands, by opting for more than 160 channels in

the 25-GHz WDM grid [27]. In addition, the static WDM router

can enhance the robustness and reduce system-configuration

cost; however, the instability of the wavelength of the TLD may

induce the failure of the link connection. However, the downlink

from the CCU to the TS-RAU does not matter because the CCU

is already set in a building near the train station, and thus, the

ambient temperature around the TLD could be stabilized.

On the other hand, the TS-RAU is typically installed outdoor;

the thermal instability of the TLD results in fluctuation in the

wavelength of the uplink signal from the TS-RAU to the CCU.

Particularly, in the dense WDM configuration, the wavelength

fluctuation directly affects the probability of the establishment

of the link. To solve the link-establishment issues, all the TLDs

should be equipped with a wavelength tracker and stabilization

function of the wavelengths.

The wavelength-fluctuation rate of the TLD in the CCU limits

the switching speed of the TS-RAUs. Typical TLDs have a

settling time of the wavelength of tens of milliseconds. On the

other hand, a modulated-grating Y-branch laser diode (LD) is a

possible solution for a quick wavelength fluctuation in the WDM

system [28], [29]. This LD has a two-sectioned gain medium

with a Y-branch coupler. When control currents are injected

into a modulated-grating section to change the selection of the

wavelength, a wavelength component is oscillated to irradiate

from an output coupler of the device. Because the response time

of the grating injected by the control currents is as quick as 10 s

of microseconds, an ultrafast wavelength-tunable laser system

can be developed. The obtained settling time is achieved to be

smaller than 10 µs. Therefore, uninterrupted communication

with a packet guard time of hundreds of microseconds can be

performed.

Besides, the WDM configuration enhances the functionality

of the network. For example, the development of the diversity

system by using multi-onboard terminals (OBTs) is a promising

way to retain the connectivity between the TS-RAU and the train

car, particularly at the edge of the coverage cell. The OBTs can be

set on the head and tail of the train car. In the case, two TS-RAUs

are simultaneously activated to deliver the signals. The insertion

of additional transceiver including TLD, PD, and BB Proc. helps

realize the diversity configuration without any changes in the

router. In the scenario, the WDM configuration is favorable to

be implemented for use in advanced railway communication

networks.

2) Optical-Switch-Based Routing: The optical-switch-based

routing is a traditional way to change the optical path in a com-

munication network. A time-division-multiplex-based routing

technique seems suitable for implementing the train-tracking

network. Fig. 2(b) depicts a schematic of the configuration.

As compared with the WDM system, simple LDs without any

wavelength-tuning fluctuation can be implemented in the CCU

and in the TS-RAUs. On the other hand, the optical router is

comprised of optical switches, which are an active component

of the optical router, to change the path. The switching speed of

the network is limited by the speed of the optical switch, which

takes typically 10 s of milliseconds or less to perform switching.

However, high capacity of the TS-RAUs requires multiple output

ports of the switches; for example, 80 TS-RAUs can be received

by performing 1 × 80 switches. The footprint of the switch

may not hit the requirements of the installation. In addition,

the link-diversity configuration mentioned above requires the

installation of the switch fabric additionally. Therefore, from

the scalability viewpoint, the WDM-based system is more fa-

vorable than the optical-switch-based one. However, the logical

point-to-point link topology with physically point-to-multipoint

networks can be easily designed using the optical-switch-based

system. Moreover, simple and low-cost LDs can be implemented

for many TS-RAUs. Therefore, the optical-switch-based system

is more suitable for a proof-of-concept system and for relatively

low-speed train systems, because a small number of the TS-RAU

reception induces hard handover processes by changing the

CCUs. Furthermore, infrequent processes in passing the train
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car may lose the requirements of the system, with moderate

costs of the switch fabrics. In this study, for performing the field

trial test, we use the optical-switch-based routing system for four

TS-RAUs.

B. RoF Signal Formation

In the LC-RoF network, the formation technique of the RoF

signal is also a key factor for the implementation of the sys-

tem in the field and future advanced systems. In this section,

we explain a typical intermediate frequency (IF) over fiber

system for the millimeter-wave radio communications and the

frequency-multiplication-applicable signal formation technique

for THE expected cost reduction in the future advanced system.

1) IF-Over-Fiber Configuration: The RoF technique to form

the radio signal is just based on optical heterodyne technique,

which generates radio signals at a frequency corresponding

to the frequency difference between two optical signals. To

generate the millimeter-wave signal, for example, two optical

signals comprised of the baseband optical component and optical

reference component should have a frequency separation in the

millimeter-wave bands. In this case, spectral efficiency in the

optical domain is limited because of its frequency separation, as

a 100-GHz bandwidth is required in generating a 100-GHz RoF

signal. As mentioned above, for achieving high capacity in the

WDM system, the optimization of the spectral efficiency is indis-

pensable to receive a large number of the TS-RAUs. An IF-over-

fiber configuration can enhance the spectral efficiency. An RoF

signal at an operating frequency in the IF domain would have the

frequency separation with the IF frequency, following which the

frequency conversion using an electrical heterodyne system at

the TS-RAU up-converts the IF signal into the millimeter-wave

signal. Additional fabric, such as a millimeter-wave mixer and a

local oscillator (LO) synthesizer, in the TS-RAUs is required for

performing the heterodyning; however, the development of 5G

mobile-communication systems and advanced millimeter-wave

communication and radar systems dramatically reduce the cost

of the components. Therefore, at this time, the heterodyne-based

IF-over-fiber system becomes feasible for implementation.

The selection of the suitable IF frequency is important for

realizing the IF-over-fiber system. In the optical domain, partic-

ularly in optical-communication systems, fractional bandwidth

need not be considered because the optical carrier frequency of

200 THz in the optical C-band is much higher than the baseband

modulation frequency, even in the 100-GHz band. On the other

hand, in the radio domain, the optimization of the fractional

bandwidth in the system affects the availability of the radio com-

ponents such as amplifiers and mixers. Typically, the fractional

bandwidth of 10% or less is utilized to keep the flatness of the

frequency response both in amplitude and phase components.

Therefore, when the bandwidth of the millimeter-wave signal is

assumed to be 1.5 GHz, a carrier frequency of the IF-over-fiber

signal should be approximately 15 GHz. In the scenario, an

optical-fiber chromatic dispersion results in degradation of the

resultant RF throughputs under a double-sideband (DSB) mod-

ulation scheme: the throughput ∝ cos(πLDλ
2f2/ν), where L,

D, λ, f , and ν denote optical-fiber length, dispersion coefficient

Fig. 3. Resultant RF throughputs, including fiber transmission loss of
0.2 dB/km, under DSB modulations at the RF frequency of (red) 10 GHz, (black)
15 GHz, and (blue) 20 GHz.

Fig. 4. Developed AGC-VGA characteristics at a frequency around 13 GHz.
Resultant RSSIs in the field trial test are also shown.

of the fiber, wavelength of the optical signal, RF frequency,

and the speed of light in the optical fiber, respectively [30].

In a typical single-mode fiber with D of 17 ps/nm/km at the

frequency of 15 GHz, the RF throughput vanishes at an optical-

fiber length of approximately 10 km (see Fig. 3). To deliver the

signal in the high microwave band, a dispersion-tolerant scheme

of modulation—single-sideband (SSB) modulation scheme—

could be implemented. The SSB modulation scheme that uses

an optical in-phase (I) and quadrature-phase (Q) modulator has

been developed and demonstrated. An alternative technique that

uses a combination of optical-intensity and phase modulators

has been proposed and demonstrated in the IF-over-fiber system.

Thus, the IF-over-fiber scheme is feasible for the radio-signal

delivery in the RoF network.

For the downlink system from the CCU to the TS-RAU,

the link gain and quality of the received signal can be easily

optimized because the transmitted signal is prepared by the

CCU. On the other hand, in the uplink system from the TS-RAU

to the CCU, a received millimeter-wave signal is too weak,

approximately − 60 dBm, to drive the optical modulator for

the signal generation in an IF-over-fiber system. Moreover,

in the millimeter-wave section, a high dynamic range of the

transmission loss, which is inversely proportional to the square

of the wavelength of the radio signal, varies the reception signal

strength with a dynamic range up to 30 dB or more. In the

case, a variable-gain amplifier with an automatic gain controller

(AGC-VGA) should be implemented for the uplink-signal mod-

ulation. Fig. 4 depicts a developed AGC-VGA characteristic

in the input IF power range of −40–0 dBm. The AGC-VGA

is configured using a 4-stage variable-gain attenuator and an
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Fig. 5. (a) Designed constellation maps for 64-ary QAM under frequency-
doubling system and (b) the obtained 64-ary QAM signal after performing the
frequency doubling experimentally.

amplifier chain with a diode detector. Once the diode detector

senses the input IF power level, the microcomputer-based AGC

circuit optimizes the attenuator values in the VGA. In the input

level of −30–0 dBm, the output-power level is stabilized with a

power fluctuation of less than 6 dB. A received signal strength

indicator (RSSI), which is kept linearly in the input range of

−30–0 dBm, is employed in the TS-RAU equipment for the

field trial described later. Finally, the 30-dB dynamic range is

realized in the input of the IF modulator for the uplink system.

Both downlink and uplink systems could be configured using

the IF-over-fiber system.

2) Optical Frequency Multiplication Based Formation: The

IF-over-fiber system is a reasonable solution for transportation

of communicating sicnal to remote sites; additional components

in the TS-RAU may increase complexity in the system. A

frequency-multiplication technique is developed and used for the

millimeter-wave radar system based on DSB suppressed-carrier

(DSB-SC) modulation. A carrier-less heterodyne detection in

the RoF link multiplies the resultant frequency at the recep-

tion by a PD [31], [32]. In the scenario, a moderate IF signal

input into the optical-intensity modulator directly provides the

millimeter-wave signal with low complexity in the TS-RAU.

In addition, the fiber chromatic dispersion effect is negligible

because of the existence of just two optical components in the

optical domain [33]. The radar transceiver is typically configured

using the multiplication-based frequency upconversion scheme,

and thus, the diversion of the millimeter-wave transmitter from

the well-developed radar system can be realized to achieve cost

reduction.

For the generation of the signal for the frequency-

multiplication-based RoF system, the symbol assignments in the

multilevel constellation map should be realigned. Particularly,

in the DSB-SC modulation scheme, which provides frequency

doubling, the symbol constellation for the transmitter is relo-

cated by second-root form from the expected maps, as depicted

in Fig. 5. Remapping the constellation can be calculated in online

using a field-programmable gate array (FPGA). The obtained

64-ary quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) signal after

performing the frequency doubling in the millimeter-wave bands

with an estimated error vector magnitude of approximately 7%.

The observed distortions in amplitude and phase could be caused

by the millimeter-wave amplifier set after the PD. This concept

is generalized and applicable not only to single-carrier multi-

level modulation but also to a multi-carrier system such as an

orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing system. Moreover,

higher-order multiplication, such as a multiplication factor of 4

or more, could be feasible if the dynamic range and resolution

of a vector signal generator are high enough, which means pos-

sibly high spectral efficiency with low-cost and well-developed

transceivers, which are suitable for implementation in future

millimeter-wave and terahertz-wave communication systems.

III. FIELD-TRIAL DEMONSTRATION

To evaluate the concept of the LC-RoF system, we tried

the field trial test in Shinkansen, which is a high-speed railway

network in Japan. The trial system was installed in the Hokuriku

Shinkansen with the efforts of the West Japan Railway Company.

First, we show the system diagram installed during the field trial,

and then, the obtained results will be shown.

A. System Block Diagram

Fig. 6 depicts a system block diagram of the LC-RoF system

in the field trial test [24]. The system consists of three parts: a

CCU, TS-RAUs, and an OBT. It should be noted that the optical-

switch-based router is implemented in the field trial system be-

cause of its robustness and availability to optical components. In

addition, the maximum optical fiber length would be up to 4 km,

and therefore, the direct-detection-based IF-over-fiber system is

configured using a simple DSB modulation scheme, not the SSB

scheme. The induction of the RF throughput degradation due

to fiber chromatic dispersion effect is negligible for such short

lengths of optical fiber.

In the CCU, a BB Proc. based on four FPGAs is used

for generating 250-Mbaud single-carrier differential quadrature

phase-shift keying (SC-DQPSK) signals, whose roll-off factor

is 0.25. Two digital-to-analog converters connected to each

FPGA provide I and Q baseband components. IQ mixers with

LO synthesizers in clock sources form first-stage IF signals at

the frequency components of 1.8, 2.2, 2.6, and 3.0 GHz for

four SC-DQPSK signals, where the guard bandwidth between

each frequency component is 400 MHz. The IF signals are

combined using a coupler, following which a mixer connected

to the clock sources upconverts the IF signal into second-stage

IF components at a center frequency of 12.4 GHz with a total

bandwidth of 1.45 GHz. The IF amplifier that is set after the

mixer optimizes the input signal level into an optical Mach–

Zehnder-interferometer-type intensity modulator (MZM). The

MZM is operated using an LD at a wavelength of approximately

1550 nm. For the preparation of the IF-over-fiber signal for the

transmission of data, the bias voltage of the MZM is set to a

quadrature transmission point in the transfer function of the

MZM by using the DSB modulation scheme. In the CCU of

the trial system, the signals generated by the LO and millimeter-

wave mixer in the TS-RAU are transmitted using a centralization

manner. In the system, it is not necessary to install independent

LO sources in the TS-RAUs. This scheme has the advantage of

not only of the reduction of cost and footprint of the TS-RAUs

but also the stabilization of the millimeter-wave frequency for
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Fig. 6. Block diagram of the field trial system and the corresponding map of the trial field.

a (G2T) link. Moreover, the IF signals regenerated in the TS-

RAU are also stabilized in the frequency domain. Therefore,

the number of resources required in the FPGAs for performing

carrier-frequency-offset compensation in the BB Proc. could be

effectively reduced. In this field trial test, we used an optical

LO signal transmitted from the CCU for the operation of the

millimeter-wave mixer in the TS-RAUs. A shared LO config-

uration helps reduce the number of computational resources in

the FPGA for performing frequency-offset compensation. The

optical LO transmitter is comprised of the LD, MZM, and a

synthesizer. DSB-based RoF signals are formed at an operating

frequency of 13.8834 GHz for the G2T link and 14.35 GHz for

the (T2G) link. Two optical LO sources and the IF-over-fiber

signal are input into a switch fabric, i.e., an optical switch array

(OSW). In the field trial system, four TS-RAUs are installed in

the field, and therefore, four 1 × 4 switches are developed as the

fabric: three for downlink (the CCU to the TS-RAU) and one

for uplink (the TS-RAU to the CCU). After using the optical

switches, three optical-fiber cables are used for the downlink, to

connect to the TS-RAU.

In the TS-RAU, we configured the heterodyne (coherent)

based transceiver in the millimeter-wave domain, as a direct-

detection-based system was configured in the optical domain.

The PD for the IF-over-fiber signal converts the signal into

the 12.4-GHz-centered IF signal. After optimizing the signal

level, a millimeter-wave upconversion mixer converts the signals

frequency from 12.4 to 95.7 GHz. In the LO of the mixer, the

frequency of the 13.8834-GHz LO signal, which was converted

by the PD from the optical LO system, was multiplied with the

multiplication factor of 6. As a result, a 83.3004-GHz millimeter-

wave LO signal is launched into the mixer. Afterward, using a

millimeter-wave amplifier and a frequency duplexer, a 95.7-GHz

millimeter-wave signal is irradiated via an antenna into the air.

On the other hand, in the T2G link, the antenna collects the in-

coming millimeter-wave signal at a frequency of 98.5 GHz. After

the frequency duplexing of the transmitted and received signals,

a frequency-downconversion mixer converts the received signals

frequency from 98.5 to 12.4 GHz using the optical LO signal

at a frequency of 14.35 GHz; the signals frequency is finally

converted to 86.1 GHz using the ×6 multiplier. The power

level of the downconverted IF signal is optimized using the

AGC-VGA mentioned above to remain constant. Finally, the

MZM connected to the LD generates the DSB IF-over-fiber

signal at the frequency of 12.4 GHz. For the receiver in the

CCU, the PD converts the IF-over-fiber signal passing through

the OSW to the analog IF signal. Finally, the frequency converter

in the baseband processor, which is comprised of the similar

components for the transmitter, provides four IQ signals. The

FPGAs perform online signal processing to demodulate and

compensate the received signals.

In the OBT, the same components as those used in the CCU,

without any optical fibers, are used for the baseband processors.

The AGC-VGA is also used for optimizing the level of the

received signal. The baseband processors both in the CCU

and OBT are connected to a personal computer to gather the

information of the throughput, the RSSI, and demodulated sym-

bol constellation map, via an Ethernet connection. Keeping the

connectivity via the Ethernet between the PCs in the CCU and in

the OBT, the Ethernet frame is reformed into an IF packet frame,

which is achieved by encapsulating the Ethernet packet into

the IF signal packet. Furthermore, error correction is performed

using a forward error correction FEC code based on a shortened

Reed–Solomon code (N= 255, K= 239, and S= 67), processed

in the FPGA. The estimated total overhead of the transmission

signal is approximately 1.33.

The installation location of the four TS-RAUs are also indi-

cated in Fig. 6. The separation between the TS-RAUs is set as

235–470 m because of the limitation of the construction. For a

Cassegrain-antenna unit, the 3-dB beamwidth of the millimeter-

wave signal from the TS-RAU is approximately 1 degree, which

corresponds to the antenna gain of 42 dBi; however, for an OBT

antenna, the 3-dB beamwidth of the millimeter-wave signal from

the TS-RAU is 2 degrees, which corresponds to the antenna gain

of 35 dBi. It should be noted that such a narrow beam causes a

radio quiet zone by the platform structure in the station as well as

on the curvature of the railway track. Actually, the TS-RAU1 in

Fig. 6 has small coverage because of these structural issues. The

CCU and the OSW are set in a building near the train station.
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In this field trial test, the TLI could not be provided from the

direction center to control the states of the OSW. Therefore, a

laser sensor to detect passing the train car is equipped in each TS-

RAU. After the train car passing the TS-RAU, the laser sensor

is activated to send the clock to an optical switch controller via a

control network based on an optical 10-GbE-based system. The

controller receiving the clock signal from the TS-RAU changes

the state of the OSW; the optical path in the RoF network is

changed to the path for the next TS-RAU. Since the OBT is set

in a rear driver cabin of the train car, as compared with the TLI,

this control scheme tracks the train car automatically.

In this trial, 90-GHz bands are discussed and implemented.

Actually, a 94.1–100 GHz frequency band is assigned as a

land-mobile service in the Radio Regulations, thereby providing

bandwidth of 5.9 GHz [34]. On the contrary, the 60-GHz

band has broader bandwidth of 7–9 GHz including license-

free industry, science and medical, i.e., ISM, radio bands of

61–61.5 GHz; however, the atmospheric-attenuation coefficient

is ten times as high as that in the 90-GHz bands. Therefore,

for middle-range, high-throughput transmission, 90-GHz band

is one of the promising bands at the frequency of less than

100 GHz.

Considering radio communication system for high-speed ve-

hicles, a Doppler shift of the millimeter-wave carrier frequency

may degrade the signal quality. Actually, the Doppler shift

of 95.7-GHz millimeter-wave signal frequency induced by the

240-km/h train is estimated approximately as 21 kHz and can

be easily mitigated by performing carrier-frequency-offset com-

pensation by digital signal processing in the FPGA. It should

be noted that the linewidth of the LDs does not directly affect

millimeter-wave signal quality, as the phase noise of the clock

sources and baseband signals in this system is small enough for

250-Mbaud DQPSK demodulation in the 90-GHz band.

B. Results

For evaluating the baseband and millimeter-wave signal qual-

ity, Fig. 7 depicts the electrical power spectra in the IF band and

millimeter-wave bands. The obtained spectrum for the IF signal

shows clear subcarrier separations with a 400-MHz spacing. On

the other hand, in the 90-GHz bands, each subcarrier component

measured independently is clearly separated; however, in the

total spectra, no gap is observed between subcarriers 2 and 3

because of the harmonic spurious, a non-essential characteristic

in the system, caused by the harmonic mixer used for spectrum

measurement. Adjacent rolls near subcarriers 1 and 4 could

be caused by an intermodulation distortion by four subcarriers

induced by the millimeter-wave amplifier. The resultant signal-

to-noise power ratio, which is greater than 25 dB, is high enough

to demodulate the signals. As the frequency separation between

the G2T (95.7 GHz) and T2G (98.5 GHz) signals is 1.5 GHz, the

duplexer installed in the TS-RAU and the OBT can successfully

split the signal in a frequency-division duplexing manner.

In the optical domain, the IF and optical LO signals are

successfully generated, as depicted in Fig. 8. The RF signal for

the IF-over-fiber signal and the LOs are operated at a frequency

approximately 13 GHz, and thus, an optical spectrum analyzer

Fig. 7. Electrical power spectra of (a) the IF signal measured at the input
to the MZM in the CCU, (b) the 95.7-GHz G2T signal, and (c) the 98.5-GHz
T2G signal. In (b) and (c), the black solid lines and colored lines denote the
results of the simultaneous measurement of the four subcarriers and independent
measurement in each subcarrier, respectively.

Fig. 8. The obtained optical spectra measured at the output from the CCU for
(top) the IF-over-fiber signal, (middle) optical LO for the G2T link, and (bottom)
optical LO for the T2G link.

could not identify the frequency component, owing to the res-

olution of approximately 10 GHz. For the IF-over-fiber signal,

an optical modulation index (OMI) is smaller than that in the

LO because the linearity of the IF-over-fiber signal should be

kept high to transmit the SC-DQPSK signal. On the other hand,

the OMIs for the optical LOs are set higher for an increase of

a link gain in the optical fiber network. It should be noted that

harmonic components are enhanced by a high OMI.

To evaluate the possible transmission range of the millimeter-

wave signal from the LC-RoF-based TS-RAU, we tested the

throughput and RSSI measurements under the activation of the

TS-RAU2 only. Fig. 9 depicts the resultant data throughputs of
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Fig. 9. Measured data throughput and the RSSI at a distance from TS-RAU2
under the activation of TS-RAU2 only.

Fig. 10. The obtained throughput in the G2T link with the train car traveling
at 240 km/h under four TS-RAU automatic tracking situations.

the G2T link. The obtained maximum throughput is achieved

as 1.5 Gbps, which is evaluated at a net link rate of 2 Gbps

(four 250-Mbaud DQPSK) with an overhead factor of 1.33.

A successive link is established at a distance of 190–1200 m

from TS-RAU2. The gradual degradation of the millimeter-wave

signals RSSI also indicates the establishment of the link with a

maximum transmission distance up to 1200 m from TS-RAU2.

It should be noted that the throughput could not be obtained

at a distance shorter than 190 m from TS-RAU2, because of

the narrow beam of the millimeter-wave signal. The radio quiet

zone can be compensated by the optimization of the location of

the TS-RAUs; adjacent TS-RAUs can cover the coverage cell to

mitigate the radio quiet zone.

The resultant throughput during 240-km/h Shinkansen train

passing four TS-RAUs with an automatic path switching is

depicted in Fig. 10, and the achieved maximum throughput is

approximately 1.5 Gbps. There is no significant interruption

of the throughput at the time of the change of the TS-RAUs.

The RSSI degradation for TS-RAU3 is caused by the small

misalignment of the TS-RAU antenna. It should be noted that

the throughput has no significant degradation in the TS-RAU3

section, even if the RSSI is smaller than the aforementioned

RSSI. This is because the throughput–RSSI dependence has

a brick-wall-type behavior owing to the FEC; the throughput

is dramatically degraded at the RSSI smaller than a threshold,

although the throughput is constant when the RSSI is larger

than the threshold. In the section covered by TS-RAU1, the

throughput is strictly reduced because of the screening effect

Fig. 11. The obtained constellation maps for (a) subcarrier 1, (b) subcarrier
2, (c) subcarrier 3, and (d) subcarrier 4 at a distance of 500 m from TS-RAU1
in Fig. 10.

Fig. 12. Time-developed optical spectra during the Shinkansen train passing
the TS-RAUs at 240-km/h. The line colors are indicated in Fig. 10.

from the platform structure (due to pillars and walls) and the

curvature of the railway track, as depicted in Fig. 6. Fig. 11

depicts clear symbol separation in each subcarrier. In addi-

tion, the railway track with a curvature radius of 4000 m also

causes the failure of the establishment of the link. In this field

trial, the installation location of the TS-RAUs limits the design to

keep the throughput. For the implementation in the commercial

stage, this type of degradation will be mitigated by opting for

the optimal design.

The behavior of the OSW is depicted in Fig. 12 as the

time-varying optical spectra received at the CCU [35]. The OSW

works well to change the TS-RAUs during the trains movement.

As shown in the spectra by TS-RAU3, the sideband components

remain constant for 7 sec. This is because of the AGC-VGA,

which keeps the signal input level to the MZM constant. The ob-

tained results show that the optical-switch-based routing works

well for tracking the train car. In addition, the IF-over-fiber

signal in each TS-RAU has various values of wavelength in

the range 1548.5–1549.5 nm. The same LDs are used in all

the TS-RAUs. However, environmental differences cause small

changes in the wavelength, for example, a 0.1-nm change in

the signal wavelength directly hits the WDM grid allocation; a
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Fig. 13. The obtained throughput in the G2T link with the train car traveling
at 240 km/h, under TS-RAU1, TS-RAU2, and TS-RAU4 activated.

200-GHz grid can be applicable for the 0.1-nm fluctuation. For

the utilization of the WDM router scheme, the stabilization of

the LD should be implemented.

Fig. 13 depicts an example of the throughput drop on the

deactivation of TS-RAU3. The behaviors of TS-RAU1 and TS-

RAU2 are similar to the situation depicted in Fig. 10. At the

distance of 900 m from TS-RAU1, the throughput and the RSSI

are sharply dropped, and finally, the link is broken. After the

break, the Ethernet-based signal should be generated using a

handshake procedure, thereby delaying the link establishment.

These results show that an uninterrupted communication system

is important to retain connectivity, as well as to decrease the

delay induced by the handshake procedure.

IV. CONCLUSION

The LC-RoF system for high-speed and high-throughput RCS

was proposed and demonstrated successfully. We discussed the

following two types of LC-RoF networks for high-speed switch-

ing of the optical paths to track high-speed trains: wavelength-

division multiplexing for high scalability and optical-switch

systems for easy implementation. Also, we reviewed the RoF-

signal-generation technique by using the IF-over-fiber system,

and the multiplication-based systems for the simple implemen-

tation and possible cost reduction technique for future systems.

In the field trial test, an IF-over-fiber transceiver connected to

four TS-RAU that were installed along the railway track was

implemented using an optical-switch-based router. The resultant

throughput of 1.5 Gbit/s to the Shinkansen train car traveling at

240 km/h was achieved; the resultant throughput of 1.5 Gbit/s

was observed to be consistent with that of four-channel 250-

Mbaud DQPSK signals, which provide 2 Gbit/s in a line rate with

the coding overhead of 1.33. As the throughput is limited by the

speed of the FPGA and digital–analog interfaces, higher-order

multilevel modulation with high symbol rate will provide higher

throughput. As a result, an automatic network control to track the

train car is successfully demonstrated using the LC-RoF system

experimentally. This results using the LC-RoF-based C-RAN

architecture in the 90-GHz bands will show advanced technique

for the high-speed vehicle application proposed in the 5G mobile

systems, although this frequency band is not considered in

the 5G [36], [37]. The automatic network control technique in

the RoF network with the millimeter-wave radio access system

is highly expected to be a key technology for designing beyond

5G and 6G mobile communication systems.
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